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Chapter I
Statement of the Problem and Review of Related Literature
Historical Background.

Until Meehl (1954) presented his discussion

of clinical jud.gment as analagous to actuarial prediction, many practicing
clinicians felt that clinical judgment was such an individual phenomenon
that it was outside the realm of research.

Meehl suggested that a clini-

cian uses a tin! te number of facts and "Nles of thumb" which be puts together in difterent combinations of importance to make predictions.

The

operations which a clinician used in making predictions could be tormalized,
in actuarial tables and weighting formulas which a clerical worker could
use in making very accurate predictions.

The advantage ot the actuarial

method over the clinical method would be due to the use of empirically
determined optimal weights for different classes of facts rather than
vague "ru.les ot thumb. II
Hunt and Jones (1962) admit that the actuarial method provides potential
for very accurate clinical predictions but point out that high accuracy
will not be realized until highly refined actuarial tables are developed.
Both Meehl (l954) and Hunt and Jones (1962) realize that the actuarial
methods, it they are ever widely used, will be used in oonjunction with
the clinician creatively producing hypotheses.
Sarbin, Taft, and BaUey (1960) produced a complex clinical judgment
model based upon syllogistic reasoning.

1

Hoftman (1960) presented a

2

mathmatical model of clinical judgment based upon information theory.
While both approaches have theoretical importance, neither model has
resulted in testable hypotheses.

Sarbin et ale gave an extensive ratiOJl-

al analysis of clinical judgment, but presented few testable hypotheses.
Hofrman has not sufficiently identified the cues or inputs so important
to information theory to make his hypotheses testable.

(~t

& Jones,

1962 ).
Bieri, Atkins, Briar, Leaman, Miller, and Tripodi (1966) reviewed
much of the literature of clinical and social judgment and oompared it
with the findings of classical psyohophysics.

They carefully applied

information theory models to the findings of social and clinical judgment studies and psychophysioal research.

Since situational variables

have not been extensively explored in previous research, Bieri et ale
developed a research framework to provide an orientation for future
research relating clinical judgment and situational variables.
While the problems of developing and testing new clinioal judgment
models are complex, Hunt (1959) felt that currently used olinical methods
could be improved through research.

Underwood (1957) oontends that

scientifio investigation is only possible with phenomena that are reliably (repeatedly) obtained.

The unique charaoter of the olinical

situation would seem to make research impossible.

By focusing research

efforts on the clinician making repea.ted judgments, Hunt (1959) felt
that the commonalities of the judgmental situation could be used as a

3
basis for rigorous scientific investigation.

Variables that influence

agreement among several judges could be studied by comparing judgmental
performance in identical, or at least similar, situations.
The situation in which several clinicians are asked to make repeated
judgments on the clinical material is analogous to the paradigm of classical psychophysics (r1wnt, 1959).

It is HUnt 1 s hope that clinical jUd~lt

can be shown to be one of several phenomena embodied in the general category of judgment.

If this is the case, much of the literature pertaining

to psychophysical judgment can be brought to bear on the problem of clinioal
judgment.
Using the psychophysical model as a base, HUnt and Arnoff (1955, 1956)
demonstrated that clinical judgment is reliable as measured by interjudge
agreement.

Other workers (Campbell, HUnt, &: Lewis, 1957; Campbell, TAwis,

&: Hunt, 1958) have shown that the context effects well known to classical

psychophysics (Baeh-Center, 1929; Relson, 1947; 1948; Hwnt, 1941; HUnt

&

Volkman, 1937; Johnson, 1955) are also found in olinical judgment.
Learning has been shown to be important in classical psychophysics.
Relson (1947; 1948) demonstrated that ~st previOUS acquaintance with
similar stimuli shifts the ~s' adaptation level (a phenomenon in wbica
previously perceived stimuli infiuence perception of subsequent stimuli).
Experienced clinicians should be better able to make meaningful clinical
judgments because of the clinicians f past experience with a wider range

4
of stimuli.

Several investigators (Grigg, 1958; Hunt, Jones, & Hunt, 1951;

Jones, 1957; Cline, 1955) have confirmed the above.
In efforts to relate clinical judgment to other areas of psychological

research, Ehnt and his colleagues began to investigate the relationship
between learning theory and clinical judgment.

In doing so, Hunt and Jones

(1962) hoped to obtain a broader experimental base for olinical judgment.•
Gibson (1953) reviewed a number of studies which showed that absolute judgments made with the method of single stiDmli improve even when there is
only practice without knowledge of results.

Ammons (1956) reviewed many

studies which dealt with different types of judgments and perceptual-motor
performances.

He concluded that in general, learning is faster and reaches

a higher level with knowledge of results and that the more specific the
knowledge ot results, the more rapid is the improvement in performance.
Atter considering literature which related judgment and knowledge ot
results, Blumberg (1961) oonduoted an experiment in which he gave naive
judges three levels of knowledge of results.

The levels were no feedback,

general feedback, (judges were told whether their rating was right or l>t).'"Ong),
and specific feedback (judges were told the standard rating after they
gave their rating).

He expected the judges to increase the reliabUity,

validity, and rapidity of repeated clinical judgments without f'eedback,
but also expected the reliabUity, validity, and rapidity of' judgments
to increase as feedback became more speoUio.

In addition, he expected

transfer of' training when new clinioal stimllli were judged.

Having judges

rate the vocabulary test responses of hospitalized schizophrenics on a
7-point scale of exhibited disorganization, he found that the three levels
of feedback made no differences in the rapidity of the judgments and that
the reliability and validity of the clinical judgments did not improve in
the no feedback condition.

The reliability as measured by interjudge

agreement and validity of the clinical judgments did improve when the ju.dges
received general and specific feedback.

The results of the reliability

measure and the validity measure were very similar.

The hypothesis that

there wonld be transfer of training in all three conditions was not supported
M. K. Pribyl (1966) used a task similar to Blumberg's.

She compared

the effect of no-feedback with specific feedback and found that .e.s who received feedback performed less well than
initial trials.

~s

who received no feedback on

On later trials the feedback and nonfeedback

approximately equally well with the feedback
on the final trial.

~s

~s

perf'ol'llled

obtaining slight superiority

The initially poor showing of the feedback

~s

may

have been due to Ss t contusion as to how to use feedback information.
M. K. Pribyl's suggestion seems reasonable in view of Ammons (1956) review

in which he cites several studies in which feedback seemed to cause int tial
confUsion in

~s'

performance on more traditional psychophysical tasks.

Manifest Anxiety and Clinical Judgment.

In the field of learning

much research has grown out of the concept of drive as measured by anxiety
scales (Sarason, 1960).

Taylor's Manifest Anxiety Scale (hereafter referred

6
}~S)

to as

was the first such scale to receive widespread attention

(1951,

1953, 1956). She originally developed the HAS as an operational measure
of Hull's drive in an eyelid conditioning experiment (Taylor,

1951). Taylor

developed the lnillian based hypothesis that different sources of drive
summate in ~s to produce a total effective drive state
strength of the conditioned eyelid response.

(p)

that sets the

Assuming that different l(;;:vels

of psychiatrically defined "manifest anxiety" would be related to different
levels of generalized drive, Ta.ylor obtained

65 true-false items (from a

pool of 200 }~I items) which 80 per cent of a group of clinical staff
members chose as indicative of operationally defined manifest anxiety.
original

65

The

items were later cut to the 50 that had the highest correlation

with the total score (Taylor,

1953).

Taylor (1951) found that !2.s who scored higb on the lJi':AS (hersaftor
high anxious §,s will be referred to as HA £,8) were consistently superior
to ~s who scored low on the VlAS (low anxious ~s hereafter referred to as
LA ~s) in the amount of eyelid conditioning.

After 20 eyelid conditioning

trials the introduction of stress instructions failed to produce
cally significant effects.

Taylor interpreted the differential eyelid

conditioning obtained for the HA and LA
the HA

~s

statis'~,i

was higher than that of the LA

~s

as meaning the drive level of

SSe

Hence, the growth curves of

the excitatory potentials for the two groups of 8s were different.

Orl

the basis of Hull's (19l~3) postulat,e that the growth of excitatory potential
was dependent upon both habit strength <.~) and ·drl'le (E.), Taylor suggested

7

that the difference in the growth curves of excitatory potential in the
two groups (interred from difterences in the conditioning curves) might
be due to changes in both

the HA

~s

!! and!!.

It the above postulate were correct,

wau.ld have a stronger reaction to the unconditioned stimulus

implying that the same physical stimulns had a different psychological
value for the HA ~s and LA ~s.
ward partially determines!!.

According to Ho.ll's (1943) postulate reTheretore, the termination of the uncondi tion-

ed stimulus should produce a greater reduction of
fore, increase

l! in

the HA

~s

and there-

l!.

In the situation in which only one habit is evoked (such as eyelid
condi tioning) higher drive level (interred !'rom higher MAS scores) should
lead to better performance.

For tasks in which there are several habits

having differing levels of availability the predictions are more complex.
In a complex task two other Hallian (1943) concepts, oscillatory inhibition
(£) and threshold (!!), must be used.

Oscillatory inhibition varies trom

moment to moment such that its distribution tor a group of individuals on
the same response at a given lIOment would be apprOximately normal.

In

addition, 0 plays an inhibitory role, subtracting from excitatory potential
such that there are varying levels of momentary excitatory potential.

For

a given response to occur, the momentary excitatory potential IlUst be higher
than the threshold value tor that response.

The value of

!! is

a88U118d to

be the same for like habit tendencies evoked in a particular situation.
If several response tendencies are competitively available tor a particular

8
task, the one with the highest momentary excitatory potential will take
plaoe.

Since excitatory potential is dependent upon habit strength,

other things being equal, the response tendency with the greatest!! and
there tore , the greatest excitatory potential has the greatest probability

ot taking p1aoe. Adding the postulate that
when the oorreot response is weaker (lower
response tendency, the
with

lower~.

~s

wi tb higher

~

~

~)

etteots excitatory potential,
than one or more oompeting

will pertorm less well than !s

It is possible that responses having very weak habit

strength may gain enough excitatory potentia'. to be above threshold, tbus
reduoing the probability ot the oorreot response in the high

!! ~s.

It

the correot response is maximally available, heightened drive wou.1d make
pertormance superior tor high drive

~s.

Blumberg (1961) tound that learning (improvement in the reliability
and validity or judgment) took plaoe when
teedbaok.

~s

had general and speoitio

Some measures also indicated that ditterent kinds ot learning

took place even with no teedbaok.

For example, naive

~s

repeatedly

rating the same olinioal stimuli (sohizophrenios· vooabulary test responses)
over trials did so at about the same reaction time tor eaoh level of feedbaok (none, general, and speoific).

Imnt and Blumberg (1961) obtained

this f'inding in a rep1ioation of' the earlier study.
~s

If' nothing else, the

were learning to give their own judgmental responses more rapidly.
In the olinioal situation a praotitioner usually inoreases the speed

with whioh he makes olinioa1 evaluations.

By oombining the drive theory

9

interpretation ot manitest amdety and clinical judgment, amt and his
co-workers hoped to shed light upon the process and progress of learning
in clinical judgment.

In clinical practice the que8tion ot interest is:

Wben does a clinician stop making clinical judgments and merely respond
to relevant cues witb a previously learned judgment? The experimental
analogue to the clinical situation would involve naive
clinical judgments.

~8

making repeated

Since clin1cal judgment is a complex task, HA

8bould in1tially pertorm les8 well than LA
ance of the HA

~s

and LA

~8

~s.

~8

The d1fterence 1n perform-

should shrink with repeated judgments and

they should pertorm equally well.

Taylor's 1nterpretation of dr1ve theory

(1956) SUgge8ts that HA ~s have a greater response probab111 ty for competing responses, making inoorrect responses more 11kely.
~8

estab11sh the oorrect response, they 8hould pertol'll with shorter

latency than LA
HA

Once the HA

~s

~s.

The po1nt at wh1ch the performance curves tor the

and LA !s cross, as pred1cted by drive theory, would be the point

at wh10h evaluative judgment stopped and the elic1tation of leamed verbal
responses began.
Hunt and Blumberg (1961) did not find. support tor the drive theorr
1nterpretation ot manifest anxiety when HA !s and. LA

~s

rated 211 schizo-

phrenics t vocabul.ary te8t responses on a 7-point scale of disorganization
in ditterent orders over six trials.

Of tour measures used (latency,

number of shitts in judgment, reliability or interjudge agreement, and
validi ty as represented by the agreement ot the judge with the standardized

10
values of the stimuli) the HA Ss and LA Ss were differentiated on only

-

-

two (reliability and validity).

On both validity and reliability HA ~s

initially performed 1es8 well than LA
cross as predicted.

~s

but the learning curves did not

Instead, the learning curves stayed at abOl1t the

same level, placing this particular application of Taylor's drive theory
in doubt.
Hunt and Walker (1963) re-ana1yzed the Hunt-Blumberg data and rep1icated their experiment with exactly the same results.

In order to check

the possibility that the judges did not have a sufticient number ot clinical judgments tor their learning curves to cross, Hunt and Walker (1963)
ran another study in which HA and LA judges rated 100 ditterent schizophrenics' vooabulary responses in ten trials of ten responses each.
Again the drive interpretation of manifest anxiety was not supported.
The HA judges were initially less reliable than the LA judges but never
became superior to the LA judges.

Hunt and Walker felt that their results

better tit Child's (1954) drive stimulus interpretation of manitest
anxiety.

Acoording to Child, the HA individuals had more task irrelevant

responses than the LA individuals.

ThrOl1gh learning, the task irrelevant

responses were dissipated at which time the performanoe decrement ot HA
judges disappeared.
Walker, Hunt, and Schwartz (1965) observed. that when they conducted
clinical judgment experiments in co-acting, non-interaoting group setting
the Ss seemed less anxious.

Along with Spence (1963), they te1t that the

11

lDlmber of task irrelevant responses is related to the allOunt of psycholog:i.cal stress_

They predicted that HA and LA judges making clinical

judgments in a grou.p setting would perform equally well through many
judgments.

This prediction was bom out in two studies.

In another

study, (also reported in Walker et al, 1963>, the HA judges were initially
superior to the LA judges.

Pribyl, Walker, and Hunt (196,) replicated

the individual and group conditions with HA and LA judges drawn from the
same subject pool and run by the same!_

They found that the HA and LA

judges run. in a group performed as expected in that they were equally
reliable throu.gh all of the clinical judgment trials.

In the individual

condition, however, the HA and LA judges were also equally reliable
throughout the clinical judgment task.
have been due to

aD

This was not expected but might

! variable or to a dUference between the populations

of their study and the previOl1s studies.
In a study using different sets or clinical materials, M. K. Pribyl

(1966) found that in an individual condition, HA and LA judges were not
significantly difterent in the reliability of their clinical judgments
on the initial trial.

Her results may have been an artifact of the

stimuli she used but they raise questions abou.t the generality of the
findings of the previous studies.

She also faand that learning took place

for all judges as they progressed through the clinical judgment task
whether they were g:i.ven Im.owledge of results or not.

One possibility is

that the single random order of the set of 100 schizophrenics' vocabulary
test responses used in many of the previous studies (Hunt & Walker, 196,3;

12
Pribyl, Walker, & Hunt, 1965; and t-Talker, Hunt, & Schwartz, 1965,) may
have produced an experimental artifact.

Inspection of the graph of the

results of one of the studies (Pribyl, 1965) and the trial-by-trial means
of some of the other studies (HUnt & Walker, 1963; Walker, HUnt, & Schwartz,

1965) suggest that learning did not take place but that inter-trial differences were largely random.
In any area of research it is desirable to exactly replicate previous
studies using identical methodologies.

Tb1s is not too frequently done,

however, because researchers often discover ways of increasing the precision and experimental control ot their studies.
M. K. Pribyl's (1966) study.

A case in point is

She partially replicated several previous

studies (Hant & Walker; 1963J Walker, Hunt, & Schwartz, 1965; Pribyl,
t>lalker, & Hunt, 1965) but added tighter controls in the torm ot automatic
presentation of the stimuli so that all !s in any one experimental condition saw the stimuli for the same amount of time.

Previous studies

allowed inter-subject variability in the time of presentation of the
stimulus depending on how quickly an

~

called out his rating.

question of importance is whether her results are due to

!

The

differences,

stimulus d1.tfenmces, or procedural differences which eliminate intersubject variability in exposure.
In a pilot study using random groups of judges, Pribyl found that
student judges, who received instructions implying that those who did
poorly on the clinical judgment task would be referred for psychiatriC
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counseling, did not perform differently from a control group which received only neutral task instructions.

This was true whether the test-

ing was done individually or in groups.

A partial explanation for this

failure might be that the stress instructions were ineffective.
Hunt and Walker (196,) have indicated that manifest anxiety has a
small ephemeral effect upon clinical judgment performance.

The results

of previous research relating clinical judgment and manifest anxiety
supports the task irrelevant response to manifest anxiety rather than the
dn.... interpretation.
level.

Spence (196.3) suggested that stress raises drive

WbUe studies relating stress, manifest anxiety and clinical

judgment (Htmt &: Walker, 1963; Pribyl, Walker, &: Hunt, 196,; Walker, Hunt,
&: Schwartz, 196,) have not a1way8 found an effect due to stress, the stress

condition was a mild one.

Sarason (1960) reviewed a number of studies

which related stress manipulation of
performance on m8Il1 tasks.

~s

of differing anxiety levels to

He discussed a number of studies in which

stress did not have a differential effect on performance of HA and LA
~s.

There are also a number of studies in which HA and LA

~s

performance

was similar under neutral (task oriented) instructions but different
under stress instructions.
In the present study, both HA and LA

~s

were used in a clinical

judgment task similar to that of the Hunt and Walker (1%.3) study.

A

modification of' the stress procedures and instructions used by Gerard
and Rabbie (1961), Rabbie (196.3), and Schachter (1959) were used in this

14
e.:i.periment.

They threatened

~s

with an electric shock and ,1ave fear

inducing instructions and then measured the dependent variable of interest
while the

~s

~ccording

thought basal measures were being taken.

scales, galvanic

sldJ~

response, and questionnaires these experimental

procedures reliably aroused stress reactions in college
pected that with sufficient stress the HA
well than LA

~s

to rating

~s

~s.

It was ex-

would initially perform less

and with continued clinical judgments the HA

~s

will per-

form better than the LA ~s as predicted by' Taylor (1956) and Hunt and
WaJker (1963).
An assumption underlying this study is that the drive interpretation
of manifest anxiety would be supported if the subjects were tested under
conditions of heightened drive.

Hence, a stress technique was chosen

which has previosf;ly been shown to arouse stress reactions in an experimental population similar to that used in this study.

Unlike earlier stUdies which tested only &\ and LA subjects, the
present study included a middle anxious (MA) group.
further explore the parameters of performance of
levels as suggested by Sarason (1960).
~s

~s

This was done to
of varying anxiety

The assumption was made that !'1A

would perform at a level midway between tha.t of' HA and LA subjects.
The experimental design for this study thus involves three levels

of an orga.nismic variable (HA, MA, LA), a two level treatment variable
(stress, neutral), and repeated measures (nine trials).

The hypotheses

are presented in terms of this factorial analysis of variance design.

15
Hypothesis

.2!!!.

Anxiety_

The \lean interjudge reliabil1 ty ot HA

judges averaged over all trials ot stimu.1i and both conditions wUl be
less than that ot LA judges averaged over all trials ot stilll1li and both
conditions in absolute values but the ditterences will not be statistically significant.

The over all average ot the mean interjudge reli-

abilities ot the MA judges will be between that ot the HA and LA judges.
Hypothesis!£.

Stress.

The mean interjudge reliability ot all

~s

judging under stress instructions will be Significantly difterent from
that ot all

~s

judging under neutral instructions.

This hypothesis is

based on Scbachterts (1959) tinding that with the use ot his stress instructions there is a ditterence in pertormance under stress and nonstress conditions.
Hr,pothesis Three.

Trials.

There w:Ul be a significant upward linear

trend over trials in the average ot all

!sf mean interjudge rel1abillties.

This hypothesis is based on Ammon's (1956) contention that in practice
human

~s

have some internal teedback on how well they are dOing and are,

theretore, able to improve pertormance.
Hypothesis~.

Anxiety x Trials.

On the first trial the mean

interjudge reliabUities ot the HA, MA, and LA judges are expected to be
signiticantly ditterent, with the HA judges lowest and that of the MA
and LA judges higher in that order.

Atter the tirst trial, the trial-by'-

trial means ot the three groups ot judges are expected to become much
alike in values and then separate slightly with the Ii! judges highest
tollowed by the MA and then the LA judges.

Because only halt the

~s

16
receive stress instructions, the differences among the HA, MA, and LA
means on later sets are likely to be very small; and therefore, anxiety
by trials interaction is expected to be non-aign1:t1cant or only m1n1mall.y
significant.
Hypothesis!!:!.!..

Amciety x Stress.

A s1gn1:t1cant interaction is

expected, as significant differences among the HA, MA, and LA judges'
mean interjudge reliabili ties are expected in conjunction with atress
and neutral instructions.
Hypothesis.!!!.
expected.

Stress x '!'rials.

A non-significant interaction is

The curve of the trial-by... trial means of all the !s judg:Lng

under neutral instructions will start at a higher level and progress up.ward.

The curve of the trial-by-trial _ana of all the !s judging under

stress instructions is expected to begin at a lower level and, if stress
is relatively constant as expected, the curve will rise but will not
attain the level of the non-stress group.
IJrpothesis Seven.
teraction. is expected.

Anxiety x Stress x Trials.

A significant in...

Under neutral instructions, the results are ex-

pected to replicate the findings of Pribyl (1966) that the learning curves
of HA. and LA !s are substantially similar.

Under stress instructions,

the original Hunt and. Walker (1963) hypothesis is expected to be confirmed.
HA. !s will start out lowest and will improve faster than MA or LA judges.
By

the last trial HA !s will be most reliable, followed by the MA !s and

then the LA SSe

Chapter II
Method
Subjects.

Freshman male general psychology students who were drawn

from the subject pool maintained at the Lake Shore Campus of Loyola
University participated in the present experiment.

Only freshmen served

because it was felt that upperclassmen might not be as naive about the
experimental instro.ctions in the stress concli tion.

Only males were used

to eliminate possible contamination of the experimental results due to
sex-related difterences in performance of the experimental task.

The

~s

who served were those who scored in the highest 20 per cent, the middle
20 per cent, and the lowest 20 per cent of the distribu.tion ot MAS scores
of the freshman male general psychology students.

The MAS was raa.tinely

administered to all the general psychology stud.ents as a classroom exercise
during the tirst two weeks

was from 23 to
~s

40,

ot class. The range of

MAS scores for HA

~s

for MA ~s the range was trom 10 to 16, and for the LA

the range was from 1 to 7.
The names ot the selected students were placed alphabetically on the

front of a folder with appointment times inside.

Instructions on the

foldsr indicated that the subjects had been selected randomly.

No student

had to participate in this particular experiment bu.t all general psychology
students were required to participate in .f'ive one-hour experiments.
So that the! would not know to which anxiety level a particular
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subjeot belonged., an assistant too;t the student t s name oft of the MAS
answer sheets and alphabetized them.

Departmental assistants

the MAS to all students, thus making it unlikely that the

~s

adm~istered

would as-

sociate the MAS with the experimenter.
Twenty

~s

trom each of the three anxiety levels rated the sohizo-

phrenics' vocabulary test responses under neutral instructions.
groups of twenty

~s

Separate

who scored in each of the three anxiety levels rated

the same set ot schizophrenics' vocabu.la17 test responses with the addition of

st~el:!s

instructions.

'fb\3

~s

were initially assigned to neutral

or stress conditions in blocks of ten, the subjects being assigned to a
block in the order in which they signed up for the experiment.

The order

of the stress and neutral blooks were determined through the use of a
random number table.

The anxiety level of

having an assistant monitor which
After about two-thirds of the

~s
~s

~s

was kept from the! by

had been tested under which condition.
had been tested, one of the general

psychology teachers unknowingly told his class about the stress technique
used in the experiment.

Henoe

~s

from one of the four general psychology

classes could no longer be used in the stress condition.
potential pool ot stress
~s

~s

was drastioally reduoed, an assistant assigned

to eaoh experimental condition on a nonrandom basis.

ately fewer

~s

Since the

Thus, proportion-

trom the psychology leOture section in question received

stress instructions while proportionately more
were tested under stress conditions.

~s

from the other sections

The!" however,. was only told under
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which condition each S was to be
anxiety level an
Stimuli.

~

·~ested.

He did not know to which

belonged.

The stimuli used in this study were 90 ot the 100 used

in a previous series ot studies which investigated the relation ot
clinical judgment and anxiety (Hunt & Walker, 1963; Pribyl, Walker, &
Hunt, 196~; Walker, Hunt, & Schwartz, 1965).

All are Wechsler Adult

Intelligence Scale (itlAIS) vocabulary test responses which were rated on
a 1 - 1 scale ot schizophrenic confasion by a group ot experienced
The mean ratings ot the

clinicians (four or more years of experience).
expert judges were available f'or all items.

In the previous studies, the

100 items were arranged in 10 sets ot 10 stimuli each, with each set containing two items at scale points one, two, and three, and one item at
each of' the scale points f'our through seven.

The order of' items wi thin

each set and the order of' the sets had been determined randomly for the
first of the previous studies (Hunt & Walker, 1963) and had been retained
in subsequent studies (Pribyl, Walker & Hunt, 1965; Walker, Hunt, &

Schwartz, 1965).

In the present study, the particular items in a set

was changed to a new random order.

The change in the order of' the sets

parmi tted some of' the characteristics of the sets of' stimuli to be
assessed independently of the order of presentation.
Procedure.

The Sa in the stress condition were greeted in a dry,

formal manner by the! wearing a white lab coat.

They were ushered into

an experimental cubicle containing a chair with wrist electrodes dangling
over one arm rest.

A series of electrical panels with a number or knobs
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and dials was in view as the S

en~·,ered

the room.

A tube ot electrode

jelly, paper towels, and applicator sticks were an a table near the
Appendix A shows a plate of the

~s'

~.

view ot the stress equipment as he

entered the eJq)erimental room.
The .§. was seated and the

!

began thus (a modification ot the in-

structions used by Schachter, 1959, pp. 13-14):
It/IIOW' me to introduce myself. I am Dr. Joseph Pribyl of the
Medical School t s Neuropsychiatric Research Unit. I have asked you
to come today in order to serve as a subject in an experiment cancerned with the effects of electric shock.
"What we will ask you to do is very simple. We would like to
give yOl1 a series of electric shocks. Now, I feel I MUst be COMpletely honest with you. and tell you exactly what you are in for.
These shocks will hurt, they will be painful. As you can guess, if,
in research ot this sort, we Ire to learn anything at all that will
really help humanity, it is necessary that our shocks be intense.
What we will do is pu.t an electrode on your arm, hook you into this
apparatus (Pribyl points to the electrical-looking gadgetry behind
him), give you. a series of electric shocks, and take various electrophysiological measures as you perform an experimental task. Again,
I do want to be honest with 10U and tell you that these shocks will
be quite painf'ul but, of course, they will do no permanent damage.
''You will be shocked only after you reach a criterion of errors
in the experimental task. According to very reliable norms about
one in four subjects at this University reach the criterion of errors
and are theretore given electric shocks. If
Then the instrtlotion for the clinical judgment task were g1van.
They are a modification by M. K. Pribyl (1966, pp. 53-54) of the instructions used by Hunt and. Walker (1963).
'l"vie are going to present yOll with a number of responses made
by sohizophrenic patients in a mental hospital to vocabulary teat
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items taken from an intelligence test. One of the ways in which
the pathology ot schizophrenia may e:x;press itself is through disorganized thinking which results in atypical, unusual, or 'abnormal'
responses to the items on such a test. The qualitative interpretation by an experienced clinical psychologist of such test responses
is one ot the bases upon which he may make a clinical or diagnostic
interpretation. The extent ot the disorganization exhibited in these
responses is not uniform. In some ot the responses it is minimal
and in others it is extreme.
"You are asked to rate these responses on a 1-point scale,
trom 1 through 7, according to the severity of the disorganization
exhibi ted in the response, with the low end ot the scale representing minimal disorganization and the~ih end. ot the scale representing ma:amal disorganization. In ma
g these ratings what we are
asking you. to do is to judge how 'schizophrenic' each response is.
Some responses will seem quite normal; those you would rete '1.'
Others will be so disorganized as to require a '1' rating. The
majori ty will tan somewhere in between.
"First you ..nl1 be shown four sample i terns to g1va you. an idea

ot how these responses are rated. The responses you are being asked
to judge will be projected on a screen tor 10 seconds each and you
will be asked to give a rating within that time.
''You will now ha.ve a tew minutes to look over the samples.
You will have an opportunity to ask questions atter you have looked
them over, but once the experiment starts, you will have to hold
all questions un.ti1 the end ot the experiment. n
In order to obtain. a measure ot the stress arousal the E continued.

-

"Betore we begin, I'd like you to tell us how you feel about
taldng part in this experiment and being shocked. We need this
information in order to tully understand your reactions in the
shocld.ng apparatus. I ask you theretore to be as honest as possible
in answering and describe your tee lings as accurately as possible. fI
The

!

then asked the

£.

to till out a questionnaire entitled "How

do you feel about being shocked?" A copy of this questionnaire 1.e shown
in Appendix B.
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The

~

then studied the four sample items.

After the

studied the

~

samples, the! applied electrode jelly to each sides of the
wrist and strapped the electrodes on.
the arm rest of the chair.

Then the

~tS

~'s

right

arm was strapped to

The! then "switched on the shocking apparatus. It

The Ss in the neutral condition received only the instructions dealing directly with the clinical judgment task.

No mention was made of

electric shocks, nor were any of the paraphernalia ("shocking apparatus, II
electrode jelly, etc.) of shocking visible.
and greeted the

~

The E wore a business suit

in a more friendly manner.

After the instructions were given, the actual experimental procedure
began.

Since the! had difficulty hearing some practice

the projector blower, the ! asked each

~

~'s

ratings over

to call out his rating in a

louder than conversational tone of voice.
The stimuli, which were typed statements presented on 35 mm slides,
were projected on a white screen approximately fwr feet from where the
~

was seated.

The!

sat to the right and slightly behind

the~.

The

presentation ot the slides was automatic, each slide in the series being
presented automatically for ten seconds.
was visible, the

~

During the time that the slide

called out his rating and the! recorded it.

Atter all of the items had been rated, the! asked the
shown in Appendix C.
shocked.

Stress

~s

~

the questions

were not told that they could not be

(All of the "shocking apparatus lt was inoperative).

All Ss were

told that after all the data were collected, the E would send a notice
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around the general psychology classes stating when and where he would be
available to answer questions.

TheY' were asked not to discuss the ex-

periment with their friends.
After all the dats were collected, the
tor a totsl ot three daY'S tor those

~s

!

was available in an oftice

who wanted to ask questions.

The

main purpose ot the toll ow-up was to uncover any undue reaction to the
stress instructions.

A secondarY' purpose was to provide another oppor-

tunitY' to discuss the experiment tor those subjects who wished to do so.

Chapter III
Results
Each

~'s

rating of each trial of 10 stimuli was correlated with the

mean ratings of his group for each trial.

A1 though correlating an

~'s

ratings with a mean which includes his ratings would spuriously raise the
correlation (MCNemar, 1962), it is felt that this factor was not of great
importance with so large a lDlmber of subjects.

The Pearson product-

moment correlations were converted into !' values using a conversion table
presented by m.alock (1960).

,Mean!' values (or mean interjudge re1ia-

bilities) were computed for each of the six groups of

~s

(JIA-stress, MA-

stress, LA-stress, HA-neutra1, MA-neutral, and LA-neutral) on a trial-bytrial basis.

These means are presented on Table 1.

The standard devia-

tions of the mean interjudge re1iabilities ot the six groups on a trialby-trial basis are presented in Table 2.
The mean interjudge reliability <mean interjudge agreement) was used
as a response measure because of interest in determining whether judges
respond similarly atter they have experience in rating clinical material ..
The experimental situation is somewhat analogous to determining whether
clinicians agree with each other in making diagnoses atter they receive
training.

While a validity measure was available in the clinicians'

ratings ot the stimuli, it was not used.

Previous research {Blumberg,
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Table 1
Mean Interjudge Re1iabilities for 20 Subjects Under Each Experimental
Condition for 8.11 Trials.

All

~ans

are z' Values

Higb Anxious

{fiddle Anxious

Low Anxious

Stress Neutral

Stress Neutral

Stress Neutral

1

1.017

1.463

1.200

1.362

1.240

1.236

2

1.422

1.576

1.558

1.579

1.416

1.465

3

1.,381

1.469

1.481

1.40,

1.40)

1.306

4

1.32,3

1.393

1.520

1.532

1.531

1.509

5

1.179

1.)28

1.232

1.330

1.348

1.402

6

1.373

1.592

1.701

1.455

1.475

1.469

7

1.118

1.285

1.357

1.281

1.272

1.235

8

1.h19

1.478

1.621

1.458

1.540

1.443

9

1.653

1.623

1. 790

1.110

1.813

1.664

Trial
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Table 2
Standard Dn1.at1ons of the Mean IntGrjudge Re11abill ties

tor each F.xperiHntal

Group for all Trials

tagb AnxiotlS

Middle Anxious

to\: Annou8

Stress Neutral

Stress llw.tral

Stress Neutral

1

0.34>

0.31)3

0.)2;

0.)21

0.376

0.586

2

0.39$

0.31.1;

0.321

O.3~

0.)82

0.4;1

3

0.19!!

0•.119

0.26$

0.239

0.311

0.3)S

4

0.412

0.230

0.4142

0.319

O.31~9

0.436

5

0.. 32$

O.3h5

0.39;

0.339

0.241

0•.3S$

6

0.259

a.uSL

0.427

0.264

0.321)

0.40lt

7

0.)6)

0.279

0.3;h

0.3,3

0.401

0.298

8

0 .. 233

0.341

0.)16

0.371

0.53$

0.$12

9

0.360

0.L02

0.424

o.)tl!S

0.408

0.376

Trial
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1961; Hlmt & Blumberg, 1961; and Pribyl, l'fary K., 19'7) has shown that
the general psyohology students' ratings of canfUsion of schizophrenics'
responses agree very closely with the experienced clinicians' ratings of
the stimuli.

Furthermore, Mary K. Pribyl (1967) found that the correla ...

tions between the mean interjudge reliability and the clinicians' ratings
for sets of stimuli range trom 0.57 to 0.98 with almost all of the correlations above 0.85.

Hence, it may be assumed that the subjects' mean inter-

judge reliabilities are a relatively meaningful measure of accuracy of
ratings •
. An analysis of variance was done on the mean interjudge reliabilities,

the variables being Stress (two levels), Anxiety (three levels), and Trials
(nine).

'!'he method of analysis of variance was the one suggested by

Edwards (1960) for doing a trend analysis on data involving two or more
factors, each at two or more levels, and a trials variable.

The analysis

of variance results are presented in Table 3.
While there is a slight over all superiority of performance of neutral
~s

over that of stress

~s,

the main effect of stress is not significant.

This is not consistent with the results of some of the previous studies
which found that stress was detrimental to performance.

The main factor

of anxiety was not significant, nor did the over all means fall in the
hierarchy expeoted.

Instead, the MA

~s'

perf'ormance was slightly superior

-

to the LA Ss' performance which in tum was above that of' the HA 3s.

-

The

graph in Figure 1 shows the relationship of' the performance of the Ss of
each of the three anxiety levels.
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Fig. 1. Main effect of anxiety upon mean interjudge reliebility.
All means are in z' values.
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The interaction of stress and anxiety was not significant when
considered independently ot the trial variable.

This indicates that

it anxiety and stress do indeed influence the reliability ot clinical
judgments, the influence ot these two variables is independent of each
other.
There is a significant variation among the over-all trial means

(!::-23.56, !!!-l &: 912, 2. < 0.005).

The highly significant upward linear

trend of the over-all trial means (!-S2.15, ~"'l &: 912, P. < 0.005) indicates
that learning took place across trials.
of the over-all trial means (!-27.45,

The significant quadratic trend

~-1 &:

912, 2.

c::-

0.005) indicates

that the learning did not take place at a constant rate but is curvilinear.

Figure 2 shows the graph of the overall trial means.

The up-

ward linear trend and the variation of rate of learning are both evident.
The significant residual sum of squares (r-13.l2, ~·6 &: 9l2, 2. < 0.005)
~ggests

that there may be trial position or sttmulas set effects upon

leaming clinical judgment.

The third hypothesis, that learning takes

place, is supported.

-

The stress by trials interaction is significant ('-2.14, df-8 &: 912,

-

2. < 0.005) indicating that interjudge reliability is differentially influenced by the stress and neutral instructions over trials.

Inspection

ot the graphical representation ot this interaction in Figure 3 shows
the stress

~s

initially performing less well than the neutral

significant linear components (!.-9.54,

~-l &:

~s.

The
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Mean interjudge reliability- of all experimental subjects over trials.
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stress by trials interaction indicates a significant difference between
the slopes of the two lines.

Despite several crossings of stress and

neutral curves the quadratic and residual components are not significantly
different for the curves.

These findings indicate that the curvature is

not significantly difterent for the performance curves of the neutral and
stress !s.

The stress by trials interaction and its linear components

are consistent with a drive interpretation ot the operation ot stress.
In hypothesis six only the initial decremcmt ot pertormance of stress !s
was predicted"
Dtmcan's new multiple range test was used to test the significance

ot the dUterenees between the means ot all of the stress
means ot all ot the neutral !s on a trial-by-trial basis.
are shown in Table

~s

and the

These means

4. The results indicated no signiticant difference

in the performance of stress and neutral !s on any single trial.

WhUe

the results ot the analysis of the trends of' the stress by trials interaction supports a drive interpretation of the operation ot stress, the
results ot the Dancan t s tests suggest that the absolute ditterences bet.en the stress and neutral groups on any single trial are not great.
In interpreting the Duncan's range tests it must be bome in mind that
they are based only on the means ot a single trial.

The trend analysis

is based upon the aggregate ot the means tor all of' the trials.
A graphical presentation ot the anxiety by trials interaction is

Table

4

Mean Interjudge Re1iabi1iti•• for all of the Stress
and aU of the Neutral Subjects

O'fttl"

Nine Trials

Trial

Stress

Neutral

1

1.1,2

1.354

2

1.48,

1.,40

:;

1.424

1.393

,

1.460

1.478

1.2,3

1.3,3

6

1.$16

1.,0$

7

1.249

1.267

8

1.,28

1.460

9

1.7,2

1.66,
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pected to be sign1t1cant as predicted in h;vpothesis tour, the order ot
the means at the three anxiety levels is not as predicted.
three trials, MA

!s

better than the LA

pertormed best and the HA

~s.

~s

On the tirst

pertormed just slightly

The non-signiticant linear and quadratic com-

ponents at the anxiety by trials interaction indicates that the crossover

ot the three curves tor the anxiety lavals is randall. Hence, the ettect
ot anxiety on the reliabil1 t1 ot clinical judgment is not ot significant
proportions in this experiment.
The a:n:x:1ety by stress by trials interaction was not significant indicating that the trial-by-trial means tor the six experimental groaps
are not signU'icantlr dUterent.

at the stress by anxiety

The linear and quadratic components

by trials interaction are also non-Significant.

Furthermore, the non-significant groups by trials interaction indicates
that the trial-by-trial learning curves ot the six exper1llental groupe
are essentially e1ailar.

nmcan· s

new multiple range teeta were used to test the significance

ot the dUterenees between the means ot the six gronps on a trial-b1trial basis.

Only the Ileana tor the HA neu.tral and HA strese

one were signitioantl;r ditterent (£-0.0,).
Type I errors tor six means is

trial ditterence

mar

~s

on trial

The protection level against

77 percent. Benoe, this obtained tirst

be onl;r a chance tinding.

Figures , :hbroagb 8 contain graphical presentations ot a DWlber ot
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pairings of the su: performance curves that are the basis of the stress
by anxiety by trials interaction.

Separate t1gures are used onJ.r to

facUitate visual asnssment of the results.
Examination of Figure , shows that the pertormance of HA !s tested
under neutral conditions is superior to that of LA Ss tested under neutral
conditions in sU: out of nine of the trials.

The analysis of variance

indicates that the orossovers of the two OUl"Ves in F1gu.re

4 are

and that the two pertormance curves are essentially similar.

randOlll

This tind-

ing partially supports hypothesis seven in that HA and LA. !s were not
expected to pertorm differently under neutral instructions.
Figa.re 6 shoa essentially identical pertol'lll8.nOe curves tor the HA

and LA !s who received stress instructions.

If.ypothesis seven called for

a orossover of these two curves with the HA !s tni tially pert01"lling less

-

-

vell than the LA Ss with the opposite relationship between HA and LA Ss
expected by trial nine.
hypothesis .even.

'!'be results do not support this portion of

The consistent non-sign1f'icant superiority of LA !s

performance over HA !s performance on a trial-by-trial basis is remarkable in its 'IUlitormity and does agree with past research wbich shows that

-

HA 8s tind stress situations detrimental to performance when cOlIlpared
with LA

!st

pertoZ"Dl4l1Oe (Walker, Neil.en, &: Nicolay, 196,).

Except for a chance crossover between trials eight and nine, Figure 7
shows a slight non-significant trial-by-trial superiority of performance

ot HA !s tested under stress over HA !s tested under neuval conditions.
'l'be relative non-signifioant trial-br-trial. superiority (in eight out ot

-

nine trials) ot LA Ss performing under stress compared to LA. Ss who re.

-

ceived neutral instructions suggests that LA !s are better able to deal
wi th stress (see Figare 8).

'l'be presence ot an apparent large difterence

between trial-by-trial meana ot HA !s tested under stress and neutral
conditions (shown in Figare 7) relative to the 8.11 apparent ditterences
indicated in Flgu.re 8 tor LA !s tested under stress and neutral conditions

-

-

suggests that HA Sa are relatively more susceptible to stres. than LA. Ss.
Table, contains a

81J.lIIBary'

ot the results ot the stress !s' pre-test

ratings ot how they felt abou.t being ShOCRd and their post.test responses
to the question "How did you teel about being in a ai tuation in whioh
yOll might be shocked?!! A sample ot the pre-teat rating soalea and postteat Qu.estionnaire are in Appendicea B and C respectively.

-

Eighty-five per cent ot all the atress Sa telt at least a little
uneas1 about being shocked.

Included in the eighty-five per cent are !s

who reported teeling a little uneasy and those
discomfort.

The remaining titteen peroent

telt relatively calm about being ahocked.
completely calm abOQ,t being shooked.

!s

who reported greater

ot the !a reported that they
No subjects reported feeling

The mean ratings tOWld in this

studT are about the sa_ as thOle obtained by Schachter (19,9).

The

results ot the two ratings loales indio ate that the !a, on the whole,
telt stressed.

The reported pre-test level ot telt stress is similar tor

Table,

Sa.-arr ot

Stress Subjects' Responses to the Pre-test

Scales

Ratin~

and to the Post-test Question "How Did You Feel About Being
in

a Situation in Whioh You Mlgbt Reoeive a Shock?"
High

Anx10us

Middle

Low

Anx1oll.8

AmdOU8

Total

N-20

N-20

N-60

1-20
Feeling About Shock
Felt UneU7
Felt
Relatively Calm

No.

Per
Cent

No.

Fer
Cent

No.

Per
Cent

No.

Per
Cent

18

90%

18

90%

1,

7,%

,1

8,%

2

10%

2

10%

2,%

9

1;%

,

Mean

3.80

3."

3.10

3';2

Standard Deviation

1.17

1.01

0.89

1.07

14.ke1ihood ot Shook
So_ Likelihood
14. tt1e Likelihood

No.

Per
Cent

No.

17

8,%

20

3

1;%

Per

No.

Per
Cent

No.

Per
Cent

lOO'h

19

9,%

,6

93%

1

,~

4

7%

Cent

Ham

3.3;

3.,;

3.00

3.30

Standard. Deviation

0.79

0.74

0.32

0.69

Post-test QuestiOD
Felt Stressed
Felt Unconcemed

No.

Per
Cent

No.

Per
Cent

No.

18

90%

17

85%

2

10%

3

1,%

43

Per
Cent

No.

16

80%

;1

8;%

4

20%

9

1,%

Per
Cent

the ItA and MA

~s.

Tbe LA §.S showed somewhat less response to the stress

instructions.
The stress instructions included statements indicating that only one
in four §.S would receive electric shock.

The second rating scale ill

Appendix B wa.8 designed as a pre-test measu.re of whether §.S felt they
would be among those shocked.

Only seven percent of all the stress felt

that there was little likelihood of being shocked.
was very little lilral1hood of being shocked.
percent felt there was at leut

No §.S felt that there

The remaining n1Dety-th1"ee

liltelihood of being .hocked.

SOll8

In..

cluded in the ninety-three percent are all §.S who felt that there was
some 11kel1hood of being shocked. and all

~

who checked,categorie. in-

dicating greater likelihood of being shocked.

The _ans and standard

deTiation of the stress !s ratings 8tlggut that LA !s used less extreme
ratings than the HA and MA stress

!II.

The general indication is that

prior to testing the stress §.S felt that they ..... uong those who wotlld
receive shocks.
The responses to the open ended post-test question "How did you. feel
about being in a situation 1n which you. might be sbocked?" were quite
varied.

The responses were categorised on the basis of the !. indioat1ng

that they had a stress reaction or felt calm.
Table

5.

111e re8\11ts appear in

The reruts for all stress §.. combined are much 11k. those for

the pre-test rat1ng scale.

One LA

!

who reported feeling relatively

4S
Calli

MA

~

before the testing, in retrospect, reported feeling stressed.

One

who reported feeling at least a 11t tle uneasy prior to testing, in

retrospect, reported that he did not teel concerned as a result of being
in a situation in which he might receive a sbock.

It ..elDS that

1l0S't,

stress §.S felt stressed both betore and atter testing.
The implications

ot particular responses

will be considered in the DisC1lssion section.

to the open ended questions

The one cOIllIllent about the

stress condition that seemed to stand out was the spontaneous remark by
eleven out ot sixty stress

~s

that they telt stressed at the beginning

ot the series ot clinical judgments but felt relaxed
series.

by the end

ot the

All general psycbology students were told at the beginning of

the course that they could terminate participation in a particular ex.
periment with no loss ot experimental points it they felt the experill8nt
was excessively stressfUl tor th$m.

Only one HA

~

experiment atter hearing the stress instrllctions.
was wry frightened.

dropped out ot the
He reported that he

The! obsernd that this particular

spiring, bis eyes were glassy, and hie hands shook.

~

vas per-

This §. was g1van

reassurance and relaxed after a tev miuntes discussion with the

!.

Chapter IV
Discussion
The outstanding finding in this study is the significant stress by
trials interaction.

The interjudge reliability ot stress

~s

was initially

lower than that ot neutral !s bu.t by the last trial the stress !s' interjudge reliability was greater than that ot the neutral !s.

The nmcan's

multiple range test did not indicate a sign1ticant dUterence between

-

-

stress Ss and neutral Sa on trial one or trial nina.

The trend analysis

ot the stress by trials interaction is significant. Since the trend
analysis is basad upon the relat1ve ditterences among all ot the _ans
in the stress by tr1als interact1on, 1t is a IIIOre powerful test ot the
total sat ot

IIIMDS.

The obtained ettect ot stress upon interjudge re ...

liabUity was not hypothes1zed.
on 1mt1el tr1als stress !s wou.ld

It was expected (HypothesiS Six) that
partON

leas wall than neutral

!s

with

the 1n1tial d1tterence dbdnishing OYer tr1als.
It was bypo1ibesized that under .tress instru.ctions HA !s woa.ld
ini tially part01"lll less well than LA !s with the relat10nship between the
partomance of HA and LA !s reversing by the last trial.

-

It was expected

-

that the learning eu.rves tor the HA-stress Sa and LA-stress Ss wOl1ld.
crossover.

The anxiety tactor had no Significant ettect upon interjudge

reliability in this study.

'!'he obtained cunas tor the .tress and

46

neutral

~s

are like those predicted tor the HA-stress and. LA-stress

'!'he stress manipulation in this study might be thought

behavioral manipulation ot drive.

~s.

ot as a

The use ot high and low anxiety

~s

(as measured by the MAS) would be an exper.S.menta1 manipulation ot drive
by selecting

two groups ot §:I dittering in organlnic based dri".e.

The

results ot the stress manipulation exactly tit '1'aylor t s (19S6) predietions
tor the relationship ot manitest anxiety and complex task pertormance.
In this study '!'aylor's theory is apported only tor drive due to stress
arousal.
So.. ot the previous .tudie. relating c11n:1cal judgment and JJUmitest
anxiety have obtained only tni tial trial ditterenoes between HA and LA
!s but have not obtained the expected crosso.... ot HA and LA pertormance
curves.

In theee studiea (Hant &: BLumberg, 1961; lhmt &: Walker, 1963)

the initial decrement ot the HA

~a

compared to LA !a waa attributed to lIA

!s having more task irrelevant anxiety responses than the LA.

~8.

Hunt and BLumberg (1961) and Hunt and Walker (1963) tound that HA and LA
!st performance vas moh alike on later trials.

Benee, their (Hunt &

BLumberg, 1961; Hunt & W"]'ker, 1963) results did not aupport the drive
interpretation ot amdety (Taylor, 19,6) but did apport the drive stiallns
interpretation ot anxiety (Child, 19)4).
In the earlier studiea which did support the drive stillllus interpretation ot anxiety (Hunt & Bl.uberg, 1961; Hant &: Walker, 1963) the !s
were tested individually.

It was hypothesized that the amount ot task
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il"J'elevant 8.DX1aty responses were a posit1:98 tu:nction ot the allOlUlt ot
stress 111 the testing situation (Spenoe, 1963).

On the aSlIWIIption that

a grou.p testing oondition _s leu etreee arou1ng tban an iDdiv1dul
teeting oondition, walker, Hant, and Schwartz (196$) hypothesiz.d that

-

HA and LA Sa wculd perform a olinical judgarent task equally well it they

were tested in groups.

'l'beir hypotbesis was 8U.pported.

Pribyl, Walkar, aDd Hunt (196$) and M. K. Pribyl (1966) bad HA and

LA

~s

pertorm ol1:a1oal judglll8D.t tasks ill an 1nd1.vidual. situation ba.t did

-

not tind the expected 1n1t1al trial d1tterence between the HA and LA Ss.
Pribyl et ale (196$) also tested HA and LA. !!s in a groap oondition and
tound no dillerenee as expected.

Perhaps the 1Dconsiatenoe results of

-

studi.s in whiob HA and LA Ss performed oUrdcal judpent tasks 111di't'1daally is due to

onl7 weak or tranaitory .ttress being produced

in the in-

dividual testing situation.
The strong stnss manipulation used in this experiment vas .tt8Oti....

aooording to subjeot' a reports both betore and after the aeanl'8ll8D.t ot
the d.pendent ftZ'iable.

In acId1tion, the etrees tnatraotions bad a

signifioant ettect upon interjudge reliabUity over trials.

Taylor's

(19;6) and amt and Walker's (1963) drift theory interpretation ot manit.st amdaty did not rec.ive npport in tbat the expected crossover ot
the pertonaance

0Ql"'ft8

ot the HA and LA !!s tested undar stress condi tiona

was not obtained (aea P'igure 6).

The results ot tbis study do not ap-

port the drift stiBlu.s interpretation ot anxiety 111 the neutral

COD-
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dition.

That is, there is no signiticant initial trial ditterence be-

tween HA and LA §.s tested in the neutral condition (see Figure

5).

While the results ot this study lend support to the drive :i.nterpretation ot anxiety (Taylor, 1956), they do so only when drive is aroused
through stress.
The problem ot the drive stimlus versus a po.re drive interpretation

ot anxiety 1s as yet unsettled (Hwnt

&.

WalkerI 1965; Sarason, 1960; Spence,

196,3; Taylor, 1956). It is quite possible that the clinical judgment
studies which have supported the drive stimlus interpretation ot manitest anxiety (Hunt &. Blumberg, 1961; Iimt &. Walker, 1963; Walker, Hunt,
&.

Schwartz, 196,) have tapped only a portion ot the learning curves e.:::-

pected in the dr1va theory interpretation ot manitest anxiety.

The

previously obtained initisl trial ditterence between HA and LA !s is
predicted by the drive interpretation.

The empirical learning curves

-

ot the HA and LA Sa haw then come t.ogether. Possibly, t.he reason t.he
HA §.s· pertormance does not surpass that ot the LA !s' pertormance is
that learning becomes asymptc)tic.

Perhaps ewn ten trials is not. suf-

ticient :rm.mber ot trials to permit. crossover to take place.

M. K. Pribyl

(1966) has assembled another set ot stimuli which might be used to assess
the ettect ot manitest anxiety upon clinical

jud~ent

over a greater

number ot trials.
While the interaction obtained in this study between stress and
trial. does correspond with drive theory, there is another explanation

so
whicb fits the obtained results quite weU.

s.wral of tbe stress

~8

(U out of 60) spontaneously stated that they telt stressed at tbe beginning of the cl:lnical judgment task bu.t found that they became IIOre
relaxed as they progressed through the task.

Anxiety may haw inter-

ferred with pertoraanoe of stress !s early in the task 'btt once tbey relaxed their relatively greater involw..nt in the task increased their
efficiency relative to the neutral

~s_

Ego involving instru.ctions baw

bad a positive ettect upon perforunce in some studies (Sarasan, 1960).
Sewral stress !s cormaented tbat tbey telt sVessed but also felt tbat
tbey were motivated to take more care to aeourately pertorm the exper1..ntal task.

At this time efforts should be made to exactly replicate

this study to determine the generality of the significant stress by trials
interaction obtained in this study-

Should the present findings be ob-

tained in a replication, oaretully designed stress and ego-involving instru.otions sboo.ld be constru.cted aDd used along with pre-test and posttest rating scales and questionnaires in a stadJ pitting the effects of
ego-involvement on clinical judgment against the ettects of stress on
clinical jUdgment.
'!'he owr-all performance ot the KA !!s was nonsignificantly bigher
tban tbe

!s

of either of tbe other two 81tX:iety levels (see Figure 1).

No specifiC tbeory was used in bypothesizing that tbe performance of tbe
KA

~s

would be intermediate to tbat of the SA and LA Ss.

The}fA group

the .iddl e
vas te.te d cmly to explo re the pertOl'lUllOe of !os who .oore in
a. Masu red
ranges of the HAS sow. Malllo (1962 ) equat ed unit est anxie ty
ret... to
0, tbe HAS and "acti vatio n." Activ ation as Ha1llo ..ad the te1"ll
used
an inten sive d1Mu 1on ot arou al. ADother conee ption ot activ ation
whiob doe. not
'by Halllo 1. that it J'81'en to a gener alised drift .tate
haft any "d1re ot1ng " prope rties.

Ka1llo rev1e n many exper1llent8 vb10h

-

1 to a
appo rt the tbeol7 that incre a.ing Sa activ ation b'ca a low 1.....
optD u
hlgh leftl .... . the 8s perto .runo e to 1nitlal 1noreaae to an

rea..-.

leftl and then . .
activ ation

The perto runoe Cl\1.'II'ft as a tu.notion

WOQJ.d be 1n the

ot 1r1oftas1Dg

tora ot an in'nl:r ted V. While the relat1 0nsbi p

....
ot tbe 0YV- a1l pertcm aanoe ot tbe three amd.ety IJ"O'lP. i. not a .tatt
n (lip "
tical ly e1p1t1.Gaat 0_, the tOfti ot tbe graph lcal pre• •tatio
1) doe. 1'1t lIalao t 8 concept1OD ot aotivatlOD.
Halao (1962 )

-ne. ts

that actlvatlO1'l phenomena vould be

.,.t obvloa.a

UDder dUt....
1n tavaa ubjeo t oaapa rlsoaa ot perto l'llmM on the .... ta.k
ing le'ft1 8 ot utivatio n.
iIlg tbat

Malll o'.

-ae. tton 111

baaed on re••aroh show-

tnter aubje et 'VU'lation ot aotivat1or.L level

and pert01"lWlO8 tor

tion
a given altaa tion and task are tar great er than tntra n.bje ot varia
ta.k 0V8l'
ot aotiv ation leftl and perto nano e tor a given altua tion and
the
The noui p1t1 oant d1tte:rencea in performance among tbe !a ot
tion.
three am:1ety 18...18 may be due to the high 1nt8l 'aubje ct varia
reduoe the reThe varia tion that ex1st a 1n aDXiety scale lOore s may
Id.cldle
l1abU ity ot ass1glt1ng !a to a parti cular S8g11fmt (tor a:aap le,

time.

anxious} at

II

scale.

Perhaps, this is one souroe ot interaubjeot vari-

ation reducing the empirically obtained ettects of' activation upon pertormance.

Cron'bach (1960) has demonstrated that the use of' several

tests with a "selective sieve" technique may substantially increase the
reliability ot designating persons as belonging in a particular category.
The several anxiety scales described by Sarason (1960) might protitably
be used with

II

"selective sieve" technique to identity "high ", "middle .. "

and "low tt anxiety!s in future studies.

Future research relating c11n1cal

judgment and manUest anxiety might prott tably use

ot the accuracy ot judgments

II

co-variance analJs1s

and the subject's MAS score.

Another vari-

able that IIlight be investigated is the co-variation ot the subject's
intelligence and the accuracy ot his ratings ot contusion.
Tbe clear learning etfect a.oros. trials which was obtained only in
this study and in the only other previous ol1D.1oal judgment study using
automated constant time interval presentations of' stimli (Mary K. Pribyl,
1966) suggests that the sti_lus presentation time interval .ay be a
critical val'iable.

!Utare investigations might protitably .anipw.ate

this variable and provide a link 'between clinteal judgment and the ...ast
literature concerned with the ettects ot massed and distributed practice
upon learning (Unde:rwood &: Richardson, 19,7; Underwood 8£ Schulz, 1961).
In this study each

~'s

rating was cor:related with the mean ratings

tor his grOllp on a tr1al-by-trial basis.
the

~s t

It the standard deviations of

ratings were high on the initial trial and went down aoross

trials the increase correlations across trials might be the spurious re-

ault of regression toward the ..an.

The above case would be established

if !s made relati....ly more extreme ratings on early trials than on latera
trials.

That this is not the case 1s sugge.ted by previous studies in

clinical judgment (Bl.um'berg, 1961; Hunt & Bl:u.1I'berg, 1961; Pribyl, Mary
I., 1967) wh1.ch indicate that the mean interjudge reliabilities agree
.....11 with validity 118asures.

That is, the !S ratings do not approach

the _an as they progress across trials, bat

_OllIe IIIOre like the ratings

g:lven by the experienced clinicians. 1\1ture re..arcb sbould directly re-

fUte tbe regression bypothesia by determining whether the .ean ratings,
the standard dev1ationa ot the ratings, and the 118e of judgllHDlt categories
varies aeross trials in ncb a manner that a spurious increase in correlation i. obtained.
Wb1le leaming acro.s trials ..... to be a general phenomenon, each
study using the ratings of contusion abtb1ted in schizophrenics' vocabulary test responses bas revealed considerable variabUi ty in judge 1S

ratings d11.e to IIanf unknown parameters ot the .. ts ot st1ma.li.

In this

study a sign1ticant reaidual varianc. was obtained in the trials ettect
atter the variance due to linear and quadratio trend. was nbtracted

tro. the 'V'U"1anee attributable to trials. The signifioant residual
variance may be due to difterence. in the seta ot stilllU.l1 used in each
trial.

Mar)' K. Pribyl (1966, 1967) bas dftonstrated that the standard

deviation ot the .tillll1li (that i., the .tandard deviation of the o11n1cian'. ratings used to standardize the st1Dlu.li) haa a significant ettect

,4
upon interjudge reliability_

Studies dea1gned to identity and scale the

:relevant parameters of the currently extant stimuli are indicated.
8Xtensift work carried out in ftrbal learning by Underwood and hil

The
00-

workers woo.ld be a relevant souree of design and experimental techniques
(Tlnderwood & Bohdb, 1960).
Lately, there has been concern about the eftects of experimental
stress and deception upon subjects (Baamrind, 1964; Kelman, 1967).

The

main purpose ot giving Ss who partiCipated in this study an opportunity
to diseuss the aperiment atter all the data were colleoted was to per-

mt

identit1oation ot !s who were adftrsely afteoted by the st:reSI in-

stl'\1ctiOl'l8.

It any !!s had been adversely attected, appropriate aelio-

rative actions would haw been taken.

The tact

that no Ss took advan-

-

tap ot the opportunity to obtain feedback oonoern1ng the experiment
au.ggests that no one wal adversely atteci:.ed by theatress instructions._
.As the amount ot 11 terature taldng a aingle approaoh to a research
problem grows, the nwaber ot !s increase.

The particu.lar approach to

clinical judgment used in this study haa not been an exception.

'!'be!s

haft ranged in eduoational baokground trom advanced undergraduate psychology majors, thrO&lgh Ph.D. candidates, to tull-time faculty lISa'bers.
Experimenter-related variables have been shown to have an efrect on the
:reaults of e.."Cperlment8 in other areas (Roaenthal, 1964). Future investigations in clinical judgment might well asseS8 the relationship ot
variables to clinical judgment.

!

Cbapter V

This study investigated the 1Dtluence ot mamfest anx1ety and stress
.pon cl1nical judpents. Pren.ows research in this area has not supported
tbe d.rl.ve theory interpretat.ion ot IIIUlitest anxiety.

On a OOlllPlex task:

(tor example, el1n1oal judpct) Taylor (19$6) predicts that high anxious
(BA) ~s vU1 1nitiall¥ pert01"ll les. well than low anxious (LA) ~s w1 th
the pertOl"UllmOe ditference disappearlng with repeated. trl.al. and tbe HA

-Ss eventually performing better than the LA -Sa.

As8Wl1ng that drive

leftl was not sutticientlT higb in previous studies, stres. instmctions
were used to heighten drive ot
tOl"lling judgments.
e~cted

!. ot

three level.

ot anxiety wbUe per-

Support ot the drlve interpretation ot anxiety was

with the heightened drive consequent to stre•••

Male undergraduate ~. (1-120) rated the alIOWlt

ot oontusion ex-

hibited in ninety vocabu.lary test responses from schizophrenios t test
protocols.

One-balt the !!s in each mx:tety level (hO HA, hO middle

anxious, and ho

u.

as defined by score. on the Taylor MAS) were threaten-

ed with electric shook (no shtICks were gi'ftn) prior to ta.k: inst1"l1ctions.
An analysis

ot variance was done on the !t Talus ot the _an interjudge

reliabilitie. (a mea8U1"e ot interjudge agreuent), the variables being
stress, anxiety level, and trials (nine trials ot ten stiE11).

Trend

analysis was done on the trial-by-trial means.
Stress had an etteet on clinical judgment with the pertormance curve

ot the stress !s lower than that ot neutral

!Sl

~s

on initial trials.

Stress

performance surpassed the neutral .§.st performance on later trials.

Manifest anxiety bad. no significant ettect upon olinical judgment.

'1'here

vaa a aignit10ant upward linear trend tor the over-aU trial means, indicating that leam1ng took place aoross

tr1w.

The drive interpreta-

tion of aDX1ety was supported only for drive induced by atress.
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Equi pment Used in St ress Manipulat icm

Appendix B
How do you feel about being shocked?

Put a check mark on the scale below to indicate

y~

feelings about

being shocked.

I

I

I
I feel

I
I teel

I tee1 a

tremely
uneasy

very
uneasy

quite
uneasy

little
uneasy

I feel ex-

(6)*

(5)

(4)

I

I
f teel
relative- completely calm
ly calm

I feel

(2)

(3)

(1)

Put a check mark on the scale below to indicate how likely it is that
you will receive electric shocks.

I

Very great
likelihood

(5)*

I

Great
likelihood

(4)

I
Some
likelihood
(3)

J

Little
likelihood
(2)

Very iittle
likelihood
(1)

*The scale values assigned to the various categories were not shown
on the rating scales used by the experimental subjects.
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Appendix C
Questionnaire
1.

Did you know 8ll1th1r.g about this experiment beforehand? Yes_ __
No

2.

----

If the answer to the above question was yes, the subjeot was asked.
''What did you know about it?"_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3. Did you understand what you were expeoted to do? Yes

No_ __

4. It the answer to the previous question was no, the subjeot was asked.
"What didn't you understand?"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5. Do you have any questions or comments about the experlment?_ _ __

6.

If the stress su.bjects did not spontaneously comment on how they telt
about being in a situation in which they might be shocked, they were
asked:

"How did you teel about being in a situation in which you

might receive a sbook?"_____________________________________
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